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Djwhal Khul here. Tashi Delek.
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Alright then. We have cats playing vigorously in the background, having quite a bit of fun chasing
each other around, and the joys of the holidays approaching.
We also have a very important eclipse, quite a few other strenuous energies until just about the
end of the year. So I would say… and then a continued Mercury retrograde and a few other things
going on.
So this is a time to experience as much as possible in the way of safety. I would strongly
recommend that you say things like “I choose safety” many times per day. Or “I experience
safety”. “I AM safe”. Keep working with that because there is a lot of those kinds of accident
consciousness. There also have been quite a few… there is the cat talking, ROQ. I don’t know if
you can hear him on the mic or not but he is really talking quite a bit.
At any rate. A lot of accident consciousness out. It would be a good time to maybe allow extra
time, expect delays and inconveniences, like power outages and that sort of thing. It’s just what’s
in the stars at the moment.
So safe happy times to you. As always, thank you and my love to you,
Djwhal Khul
Channeled by Rev. Terri Newlon
www.TerriNewlon.com
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